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Well Now – A healthy respect for every body
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NHS Highland use the Well Now philosophy  in their 
healthy weight policy
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Well Now promotes health-gain and body respect
for all.

It does this by fostering compassionate self-care,
integrating the bigger picture of health, and using
a teaching style that enhances deep change.
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When should I use an 
approach linked to 
shame & stigma, like 
weight correction?
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Never

Based on Politics of Health Group slide regarding healthcare for migrants
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Black Lives Matter

Black men in the U.S. have 9 years

less life expectancy than Black men in

Cuba. Why?

$ $ $ $ $ $
$
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#MeToo We may feel more comfortable
educating young girls about the perils
of dieting than we are about trying to 

achieve social change necessary to 
reduce physical and sexual victimization 
…  yet perhaps the latter will be more 
effective than the former in reducing 
the incidence of eating disorders
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• Radical new approach

• Self-care and society

• Emancipatory

• Link practice and theory - praxis and pedagogy
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Social 
transformation

Critical 
education

Self-care
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Ampowerment

Ampowerment refers to a meaningful sense of one’s power-

from-within. Lifestyle change falls under the rubric of

ampowerment, which relates to self-care. Becoming aware

of how stigma and structural factors shape lives

(consciousness raising) can help people make sense of

their experiences and increase feelings of ampowerment.
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Empowerment 

Empowerment is a process that involves systemic social

change, with action preceded by collective consciousness

raising. It does not stop at self-esteem. It is not about

compliance or coercion or tokenistic engagement .

Ampowerment fosters empowerment through links with a

critical awareness of power-over, and increased capacity to

engage in and influence power-with relationships.
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Well Now in NHS HighlandWell Now NHS Highland
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Well Now Course

And actually, you know actually what everybody needs is

support and acceptance, and not people judging them.

I do loads of things now I never would have done them

before; I thought they were for other people. Now I think, no,

I’m good enough too.
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"I urge you to see it"

***** Edinburgh Reporter

"The literary lovechild of 
Jeanette Winterson and Allen 
Ginsberg"

Broadway Baby

Lucy  Aphramor
ucyaphramor com
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  u  o m

. . .right in this room    a 
million women hours 
have dragged by  in our 
thoughts of being more   
by being   leaner cleaner 
slimmer trimmer thinner 
thinner thinner . . 

Excerpt from raise the
Roof, Aphramor 2017
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• Were there any surprises?

• What will you remember most?

• Any questions?
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